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Abstract

In the present paper we study a sparse stochastic network enabled with a block struc-
ture. The popular Stochastic Block Model (SBM) and the Degree Corrected Block Model
(DCBM) address sparsity by placing an upper bound on the maximum probability of con-
nections between any pair of nodes. As a result, sparsity describes only the behavior of
network as a whole, without distinguishing between the block-dependent sparsity patterns.
To the best of our knowledge, the recently introduced Popularity Adjusted Block Model
(PABM) is the only block model that allows to introduce a structural sparsity where some
probabilities of connections are identically equal to zero while the rest of them remain
above a certain threshold. The latter presents a more nuanced view of the network.

Keywords: Stochastic Block Model, Popularity Adjusted Block Model, Sparsity, Sparse
Subspace Clustering

1. Introduction

1.1 Stochastic Block Models

The last few years have seen a surge of interest in stochastic network models. Indeed,
such models appear in a variety of applications ranging from social to biological sciences.
Stochastic networks can be described in a variety of ways, however, in the last decade
stochastic block models attracted more and more attention due to their ability to summarize
data in a compact and intuitive way and to uncover low-dimensional structures that fully
describe a given network.

In this paper, we consider an undirected network with n nodes and no self-loops and
multiple edges. Let A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be the symmetric adjacency matrix of the network with
Ai,j = 1 if there is a connection between nodes i and j, and Ai,j = 0 otherwise. We assume
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that

Ai,j ∼ Bernoulli(Pi,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, (1)

where Ai,j are conditionally independent given Pi,j and Ai,j = Aj,i, Pi,j = Pj,i for i > j.
The block models assume that each node in the network belongs to one of K distinct

blocks or communities Nk, k = 1, · · · ,K. The communities are described by the vector c
of community assignment, with ci = k if the node i belongs to the community k. One can
also consider a corresponding membership (or clustering) matrix Z ∈ {0, 1}n×K such that
Zi,k = 1 iff i ∈ Nk, i = 1, . . . , n. The degree of a node i and its expected degree are defined,
respectively, as the number of edges and the sum of probabilities of connections between
the node i and the rest of the nodes.

One of the features of the block models is that they assume that the probability of
connection between node i ∈ Nk and node j ∈ Nl depends on the pair of blocks (k, l) to
which nodes (i, j) belong. In particular, the Stochastic Block Model (SBM) assumes that
the probability of connection between nodes is completely defined by the communities to
which they belong, so that, for any pair of nodes (i, j), one has Pi,j = Bci,cj where Bk,l is
the probability of connection between communities k and l. In particular, under the SBM,
all nodes from the same community have the same expected degree.

Since the real life networks usually contain a very small number of high-degree nodes
while the rest of the nodes have very few connections (low degree), the SBM model fails to
explain the structure of many networks that occur in practice. The Degree Corrected Block
Model (DCBM) addresses this deficiency by allowing these probabilities to be multiplied
by the node-dependent weights (see, e.g., Chen et al. (2018), Karrer and Newman (2011),
Zhao et al. (2012) among others). Under the DCBM, the elements of matrix P are modeled
as Pi,j = θiBci,cjθj , where θi, i = 1, . . . , n, are the degree parameters of the nodes, and B
is the (K ×K) matrix of baseline interaction between communities. Identifiability of the
parameters is usually ensured by a constraint of the form

∑
i∈Nk

θi = 1 for all k = 1, . . . ,K
(see, e.g., Karrer and Newman (2011)).

The Popularity Adjusted Block Model (PABM), introduced by Sengupta and Chen
(2018) and subsequently studied in Noroozi et al. (2021), provides a generalization of both
the SBM and the DCBM. The DCBM enables a more flexible spectral structure of matrix
P which is especially useful in the cases when the mixed membership models cannot be
employed. We are particularly interested in the PABM since, to the best of our knowledge,
it is the only block model that allows to model structural sparsity in the connections between
the nodes in the network.

In order to understand the PABM, consider a rearranged version P (Z,K) of matrix P
where its first n1 rows correspond to nodes from class 1, the next n2 rows correspond to nodes
from class 2 and the last nK rows correspond to nodes from class K. Denote the (k, l)-
th block of matrix P (Z,K) by P (k,l)(Z,K). Then, sub-matrix P (k,l)(Z,K) ∈ [0, 1]nk×nl

corresponds to pairs of nodes in communities (k, l) respectively. It is easy to see that in the
SBM, P (k,l)(Z,K) has all elements equal to Bk,l, while in the DCBM, P (k,l) = Bk,lθ

(k)(θ(l))T

where θ(k) is the sub-vector of vector θ that contains weights for the nodes in community
k. Under the PABM, each pair of blocks P (k,l)(Z,K) and P (l,k)(Z,K) is defined using a
unique combination of vectors Λ(l,k) as follows:

P (k,l)(Z,K) = [P (l,k)(Z,K)]T = Λ(k,l) [Λ(l,k)]T ∈ [0, 1]nk×nl , k, l = 1, . . . ,K. (2)
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Here, vectors Λ(k,l) ∈ [0, 1]nk , k = 1, . . . ,K, form column l of matrix Λ ∈ [0, 1]n×K given by

Λ =


Λ(1,1) Λ(1,2) · · · Λ(1,K)

Λ(2,1) Λ(2,2) · · · Λ(2,K)

...
... · · ·

...

Λ(K,1) Λ(K,2) · · · Λ(K,K)

 (3)

Vector Λ(k,l) represents the popularity (or, the level of interaction) of nodes in class k with
respect to class l. The PABM allows higher degree of flexibility in modeling the probability
matrix and, in addition, does not require any identifiability conditions for its fitting, thus,
providing an attractive alternative to SBM and DCBM.

1.2 Sparsity in Block Models

The real life networks are usually sparse in a sense that a large number of nodes have small
degrees. One of the shortcomings of both the SBM and the DCBM is that they do not
allow to efficiently model sparsity.

Specifically, in majority of high-dimensional setting, “sparsity” means structural sparsity
and establishes that some parameters of the model are equal to zero and have no effect on
the variables of interest. Finding the set of nonzero parameters in such models is one of
the goals of the inference. This is true in, for example, high-dimensional regression model
where identification of the set of nonzero coefficients is crucial for understanding which
independent variables affect the variable of interest. However, the traditional stochastic
block models do not allow to model sparsity in a structural way. The latter is due to
simplistic modeling of connection probabilities.

Indeed, for the SBM, it is not realistic to assume that all nodes in a pair of communi-
ties have no connections, hence, in the SBM setting, one does not assume that the block
probabilities Bk,l = 0 for some k and l. The DCBM is not very different in this respect,
since setting any node-specific weight to zero will force the respective node to be totally dis-
connected from the network. For this reason, unlike in other numerous statistical settings,
sparsity in block models is defined as a low maximum probability of connections between
the nodes: max

i,j
Pi,j ≤ τ(n) where τ(n) → 0 as n → ∞ (see, e.g., Klopp et al. (2017),

Lei and Rinaldo (2015)). As a result, sparsity describes only the behavior of network as a
whole, without distinguishing between the block-dependent sparsity patterns. In addition,
the above definition of sparsity has other drawbacks. In particular, one has to estimate
every probability of connections Bk,l, no matter how small it is, and, in many settings (see,
e.g., Klopp et al. (2017)), in order to take advantage of the fact that Pi,j are bounded above
by τ(n), one needs to incorporate this unknown value into the estimation process.

To the best of our knowledge, the PABM is the only existing block model that allows
to model sparsity as structural sparsity where some connection probabilities are equal to
zero, while the average connection probabilities between classes are above certain level, and

the network is connected. In the context of PABM, setting Λ
(k,l)
i = 0 simply means that

node i in class k is not active (“popular”) in class l. This, nevertheless, does not prevent
this node from having high probability of connection with nodes in another class. Setting
some elements of vectors Λ(k,l) to zero will merely lead to some of the rows (columns) of
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sub-matrices P (k,l)(Z,K) being zero. Moreover, since Ai,j are Bernoulli variables with the
means Pi,j , those zeros are fairly easy to identify, as Pi,j = 0 implies Ai,j = 0.

Identification of the set of zeros in the sub-columns Λ(k,l) of matrix Λ gives the nuanced
picture of the behavioral patterns of the nodes in the network and leads to a better under-
standing of network topology. Moreover, it allows to improve the precision of estimation
of the matrix of connection probabilities, since it is well known that, when many of the
elements of a vector or a matrix are identical zeros, identifying those zeros and estimating
the rest of the elements leads to a smaller error than when this information is ignored.

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first paper that studies
structural sparsity in stochastic block models and the PABM is the only block model that
allows the treatment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the key part of the paper.
After introducing notations in Section 2.1, we review the PABM and convey the structure
of the probability matrix in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 formulates an optimization procedure
for estimation and clustering. Furthermore, Section 2.4 suggests two possible expressions
for the penalties and examines the support sets of the true and estimated probability ma-
trices. Section 3 produces upper bounds on the estimation and clustering errors. Since the
optimization procedure in Section 2.3 is NP-hard, Section 4 discusses implementation of the
community detection via sparse subspace clustering. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 complement the
theory with simulations on synthetic networks and real data examples. Finally, Appendix A
presents simulation results for the precision of estimation of the number of communities,
and also contains the proofs of the statements in the paper.

2. Estimation and Clustering in Sparse PABM

2.1 Notation

For any two positive sequences {an} and {bn}, an � bn means that there exists a constant
C > 0 independent of n such that C−1an ≤ bn ≤ Can for any n. For any set Ω, denote
cardinality of Ω by |Ω|. For any numbers a and b, a∧ b = min(a, b). For any vector t ∈ Rp,
denote its `2, `1, `0 and `∞ norms by, respectively, ‖t‖, ‖t‖1, ‖t‖0 and ‖t‖∞. Denote by
1m the m-dimensional column vector with all components equal to one. For any matrix A,
denote its spectral and Frobenius norms by, respectively, ‖A‖op and ‖A‖F . Let vec(A) be
the vector obtained from matrix A by sequentially stacking its columns. Denote column i
of matrix A by A:,i.

Denote by ΠJ(X), the projection of a matrix X : n ×m onto the set of matrices with
nonzero elements in the set J = J1 × J2 = {(i, j) : i ∈ J1, j ∈ J2}. Denote by Π(1)(X)
the best rank one approximation of matrix X and by Πu,v(X) the rank one projection of
X onto pair of unit vectors u, v given by

Πu,v(X) = (uuT )X(vvT ). (4)

Then, Π(1)(X) = Πu,v(X) provided (u, v) is a pair of singular vectors of X corresponding
to the largest singular value.

Denote byMn,K a collection of clustering matrices Z ∈ {0, 1}n×K such that Zi,k = 1 iff
i ∈ Nk, i = 1, . . . , n, and ZTZ = diag(n1, . . . , nK) where nk = |Nk| is the size of community
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k, where k = 1, . . . ,K. Denote by PZ,K ∈ {0, 1}n×n the permutation matrix corresponding
to Z ∈ Mn,K that rearranges any matrix B ∈ Rn×n, so that its first n1 rows correspond
to nodes from class 1, the next n2 rows correspond to nodes from class 2 and the last nK
rows correspond to nodes from class K. Recall that PZ,K is an orthogonal matrix with
P−1

Z,K = PT
Z,K . For any PZ,K and any matrix B ∈ Rn×n denote the permuted matrix

and its blocks by, respectively, B(Z,K) and B(k,l)(Z,K), where B(k,l)(Z,K) ∈ Rnk×nl ,
k, l = 1, . . . ,K, and

B(Z,K) = PT
Z,KBPZ,K , B = PZ,KB(Z,K)PT

Z,K . (5)

Also, throughout the paper, we use the star symbol to identify the true quantities. In par-
ticular, we denote the true matrix of connection probabilities by P∗ and the true clustering
matrix that partitions n nodes into K∗ communities by Z∗.

2.2 The Structural Sparsity of the Probability Matrix

Consider the problem of estimation and clustering of the true matrix P∗ of the probabilities

of the connection between the nodes. Consider a block P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) of the rearranged ver-

sion P∗(Z∗,K∗) of P∗. Let Λ∗ ≡ Λ(Z∗,K∗) ∈ [0, 1]n×K∗ be a block matrix with each column

l partitioned into K∗ blocks Λ
(k,l)
∗ ≡ Λ

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗). Here, Λ

(k,l)
∗ ∈ [0, 1]nk and Λ

(l,k)
∗ ∈ [0, 1]nl

are the column vectors and P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) follows (2), i.e., P

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) = Λ

(k,l)
∗ [Λ

(l,k)
∗ ]T .

Hence, P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) are rank-one matrices such that P

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) = [P

(l,k)
∗ (Z∗,K∗)]

T and

that each pair of blocks P
(k,l)
∗ and P

(l,k)
∗ , involves a unique combination of vectors Λ

(k,l)
∗ and

Λ
(l,k)
∗ , k, l = 1, . . . ,K∗.

Vectors Λ
(k,l)
∗ and Λ

(l,k)
∗ describe the heterogeneity of the connections of nodes in the

pair of communities (k, l). While, on average, those communities can be connected, some
nodes in community k may have no interaction with nodes in community l or vice versa, so

that some of the elements of vectors Λ
(k,l)
∗ and Λ

(l,k)
∗ can be identical zeros. Denote the set

of indices of all nonzero elements of matrix Λ∗ by

J∗ ≡ J∗(Z∗,K∗) =

K⋃
k,l=1

(J∗)k,l.

Let

(J∗)k,l ≡ (J∗)k,l(Z∗,K∗) = {i : (Λ∗)
(k,l)
i 6= 0}, J

(k,l)
∗ = (J∗)k,l × (J∗)l,k, (6)

be, respectively, the true support of vector Λ
(k,l)
∗ and the set of all ordered pairs of indices

(positions) of non-zero elements of sub-matrix P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗). Here, the elements of (J∗)k,l

are enumerated by their corresponding rows in matrix Λ∗. Then,

(P∗)
(k,l)
i,j (Z∗,K∗) > 0 iff (i, j) ∈ J (k,l)

∗

and row i and column j of P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) are equal to zero if i /∈ (J∗)k,l or j /∈ (J∗)l,k.

Note that the set J∗ ≡ J∗(Z∗,K∗) relies upon the true clustering defined by K∗ and
Z∗. One can also consider sparsity sets (J̆∗)k,l ≡ (J̆∗)k,l(Z,K) and J̆k,l ≡ J̆k,l(Z,K) for an
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arbitrary K and matrix Z ∈Mn,K

(J̆∗)k,l = {i : (P∗)
(k,l)
i,j (Z,K) 6= 0, for some j = 1, . . . , nl},

(7)

J̆k,l = {i : A
(k,l)
i,j (Z,K) 6= 0, for some j = 1, . . . , nl},

where the elements of (J̆∗)k,l and J̆k,l are enumerated by their corresponding rows in matrices

P∗ and A, respectively. Examples of the sets (J∗)k,l, (J∗)
(k,l), (J̆∗)k,l and (J̆∗)

(k,l) are
considered in Section 2.4. For any sparsity sets Jk,l ≡ Jk,l(Z,K), define, similarly to (6),

J =
K⋃

k,l=1

Jk,l with J (k,l) = Jk,l × Jl,k (8)

It follows from the definitions (7) and (8) that, for any K, Z ∈Mn,K and k, l = 1, . . . ,K

J̆k,l(Z,K) ⊆ (J̆∗)k,l(Z,K) and J̆(Z,K) ⊆ J̆∗(Z,K). (9)

2.3 Optimization Procedure for Estimation and Clustering

Observe that although matrices P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗,K∗) and the sets J

(k,l)
∗ are well defined, vectors

Λ
(k,l)
∗ and Λ

(l,k)
∗ can be determined only up to a multiplicative constant. In order to avoid

this ambiguity, we denote Θ
(k,l)
∗ = Λ

(k,l)
∗ [Λ

(l,k)
∗ ]T and recover matrix Θ∗ with the uniquely

defined rank one blocks Θ
(k,l)
∗ and their supports J

(k,l)
∗ , k, l = 1, . . . ,K∗. For this purpose,

we need to solve the following optimization problem

(Θ̂, Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) ∈ argmin
Θ,Z,J,K


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(Z,K)−Θ(k,l)(Z, J,K)
∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, J,K)

 (10)

s.t. A(Z,K) = PT
Z,KAPZ,K , Z ∈Mn,K ,

supp(Θ(k,l)) = J (k,l) = Jk,l × Jl,k, rank(Θ(k,l)) = 1, k, l = 1, . . . ,K.

Here, Θ̂ is the block matrix with blocks Θ̂(k,l), k, l = 1, . . . ,K.
Observe that, if Ẑ, Ĵ and K̂ were known, the best solution of problem (10) would be

given by the best rank one approximations Θ̂(k,l) of matrices A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂), restricted to the
sets Ĵ (k,l) of indices of nonzero elements:

Θ̂(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = Π(1)

(
ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

))
, (11)

where ΠJ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)

)
is the projection of matrix A(k,l) onto the set of matrices with the

support J (k,l), and Π(1) is the best rank one approximation of a matrix. Plugging (11) into
(10), we rewrite optimization problem (10) as

(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) ∈ argmin
Z,J,K


K∑

k,l=1

‖A(k,l)(Z,K)−Π(1)[ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z,K))]‖2F + Pen(n, J,K)

 (12)

s.t. A(Z,K) = PT
Z,KAPZ,K , Z ∈Mn,K ,

J (k,l) ≡ J (k,l)(Z,K) = Jk,l(Z,K)× Jl,k(Z,K), k, l = 1, . . . ,K.
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In practice, in order to obtain (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂), one needs to solve optimization problem (12) for every K,
obtaining

(ẐK , ĴK) ∈ argmin
Z,J


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(Z,K)−Π(1)

(
ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z,K))

)∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, J,K)

 (13)

s.t. A(Z,K) = PT
Z,KAPZ,K , ZK ∈Mn,K ,

J (k,l) ≡ J (k,l)(Z,K) = Jk,l(Z,K)× Jl,k(Z,K), k, l = 1, . . . ,K.

and then find K̂ as

K̂ ∈ argmin
K


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)−Π(1)

(
Π
Ĵ

(k,l)
K

(
A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)

))∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, ĴK ,K)

 . (14)

2.4 The Support of the Probability Matrix and the Penalty

Consider solution of optimization problem (13) for a fixed value of K. If ẐK ∈ Mn,K is a solution
of (12), then

ĴK ∈ argmin
J


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)−Π(1)

(
ΠJ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)

))∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, J,K)

 (15)

s.t. A(ẐK ,K) = PT
ẐK ,K

APẐK ,K
, J (k,l) = Jk,l × Jl,k, Jk,l ≡ Jk,l(ẐK ,K).

Observe that if the penalty term Pen(n, J,K) were not present in (15) or did not depend on a set

J , then one would have ĴK = J̆K and Ĵ
(k,l)
K = J̆

(k,l)
K , where, by (7), J̆

(k,l)
K is the set of indices of

nonzero rows and columns in A(k,l)(ẐK ,K). It is easy to see that

ΠJ̆(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)

)
= A(k,l)(ẐK ,K),

Π(1)

(
ΠJ̆(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)

))
= Π(1)

(
A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)

)
.

Hence, even if sparsity is not specifically enforced (as it happens in Noroozi et al. (2021) where the
penalty depends on n and K only), one still obtains a sparse estimator P̂ with the support ĴK = J̆K .

If the true number of clusters K∗ and the true clustering matrix Z∗ ∈Mn,K∗ were available, then

the statement below shows that, with high probability, sets J∗ ≡ J∗(Z∗,K∗) and J̆(Z∗,K∗) would
coincide, provided nonzero elements of matrix P∗ are above CK∗

√
lnn/n where C is an absolute

constant. Therefore, some zeros of the adjacency matrix correspond to the true zero probabilities of
connections.

Lemma 1. Let K2
∗ ≤ n and the true matrix P∗ be such that (P∗)i,j = 0 or (P∗)i,j > $(n,K∗).

If the community sizes are balanced, i.e., the sizes of the true communities are bounded below by
C̃0n/K∗ for some C̃0 ∈ (0, 1], and

$(n,K∗) ≥ K∗
(√

lnn+
√
t
)/(

C̃0

√
2n
)
,

then, with probability at least 1− e−t, one has J∗(Z∗,K∗) = J̆(Z∗,K∗).

Unfortunately, K∗ and Z∗ are unknown and, hence, ĴK(Z,K) = J̆K(Z,K) may not always be the
best estimator. In order to understand this, consider, for example, the situation displayed in Figure 1
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Figure 1: Zeros of the probability matrix with n = 5 and K∗ = 2. Star symbols correspond
to nonzero elements, the “x” symbols stand for the diagonal elements that are
unavailable, the thick lines correspond to clustering assignments. Left panel:
matrix Λ with (J∗)1,1 = {1, 2}, (J∗)2,1 = {3, 5}, (J∗)1,2 = {1, 2} and (J∗)2,2 =
{3, 4, 5}. Middle panel: matrix P∗(Z∗,K∗) with true clustering, (J̆∗)

c
2,1(Z∗) = {4},

P̂i,j(Z∗,K∗) = 0 for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 4), (2, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2)}, so that, zero entries of the
probability matrix are estimated by zeros. Right panel: matrix P∗(Ẑ,K∗) with
node 3 erroneously placed into community 1. The values of (P∗)4,3 and (P∗)3,4

are nonzero. If A3,4 = A4,3 = 0, then {4} ∈ J̆c
2,1(Ẑ) and P̂i,j(Ẑ,K∗) = 0 for

(i, j) ∈ {(1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3)}, hence, zero entries of P∗ are still
estimated by the identical zeros. However, if A4,3 = A3,4 = 1, then zero elements
(P∗)4,1, (P∗)4,2, (P∗)1,4 and (P∗)2,4 are estimated by positive values.

where n = 5, K∗ = 2 and, under the true clustering, one has n1 = 2 and n2 = 3. Vectors Λ2,1 has
one zero element, so that (J∗)1,1 = {1, 2}, (J∗)2,1 = {3, 5}, (J∗)1,2 = {1, 2} and (J∗)2,2 = {3, 4, 5}
(left panel) leading to (J∗)

(1,1) = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2), }, (J∗)
(2,1) = {(3, 1), (3, 2), (5, 1), (5, 2)},

(J∗)
(1,2) = {(1, 3), (2, 3), (1, 5), (2, 5)} and (J∗)

(2,2) = {(3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3),
(5, 4), (5.5)} (middle panel). With the true clustering (middle panel), (J̆∗)

c
2,1(Z∗) = {4}, so that

P̂i,j(Z∗,K∗) = 0 for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 4), (2, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2)}. Hence, zero entries of the probability matrix
are estimated by zeros.

Consider now the situation where the third node has been erroneously placed into community 1
by clustering matrix Ẑ (right panel). Then, we have (J∗)

c
2,1 = {4} but (J̆∗)

c
2,1(Ẑ) is an empty set.

If A3,4 = A4,3 = 0, then {4} ∈ J̆c2,1(Ẑ) and P̂i,j(Ẑ,K∗) = 0 for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 4), (2, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2)},
hence, zero entries of P∗ are still estimated by the identical zeros. However, if A4,3 = A3,4 = 1, then
it is possible that zero elements (P∗)4,1, (P∗)4,2, (P∗)1,4 and (P∗)2,4 are estimated by positive values.

For example, if A5,1 = 1, A5,2 = 1 and A5,3 = 1, then P̂4,1 = 0.3536 and P̂4,2 = 0.3536 which leads

to higher estimation errors than setting P̂4,1 = P̂4,2 = 0. Therefore, it is reasonable to introduce a

penalty that will lead to trimming the support of P̂ (Z,K).

One can consider two kinds of penalties here: separable and non-separable. We say that a
penalty Pen(n, J,K) is separable if for any K and any clustering matrix Z that partitions n nodes

8
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into K communities of sizes nk, k = 1, . . . ,K, one can write

Pen(n, J,K) = Pen(0)(n, J,K) + Pen(1)(n,K) with Pen(0)(n, J,K) =

K∑
l=1

K∑
k=1

F (|Jk,l|, nk), (16)

where Jk,l ≡ Jk,l(Z,K). Otherwise, the penalty is non-separable.

Lemma 2. Let (ẐK , ĴK) be the solution of the optimization problem (13). If Pen(n, J,K) is an
increasing function of |J | (for a non-separable penalty) or of |Jk,l|, k, l = 1, . . . ,K (for a separable
penalty), then

Ĵk,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆k,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ (J̆∗)k,l(ẐK ,K), Ĵ(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆∗(ẐK ,K). (17)

3. The Errors of Estimation and Clustering

3.1 The penalty

In what follows, we consider the separable and the non-separable penalties of the form (16) with the

common Pen(1)(n,K) term, i.e.

Pen(a)(n, J,K) = Pen(0,a)(n, J,K) + Pen(1)(n,K), (18)

where a =s for the separable penalty and a = ns for the non-separable one, and

Pen(0,s)(n, J,K) = β1

K∑
k,l=1

|Jk,l| ln(nke/|Jk,l|) + β2K

K∑
k=1

lnnk (19)

Pen(0,ns)(n, J,K) = β1|J | ln(nKe/|J |) + 2β2 lnn (20)

Pen(1)(n,K) = β2[n lnK + lnn]. (21)

Here, the separable penalty corresponds to F (|Jk,l|, nk) = β1|Jk,l| ln(nke/|Jk,l|) + β2 lnnk and the
exact expressions for β1 and β2 are given in the proof of Theorem 1.

In the next two sections, we shall provide upper bounds for the errors of the solution of opti-
mization problem (10) with the separable or the non-separable penalty (18), as well as upper bounds
for the clustering error in the case of the separable penalty. While the separable penalty has some
valuable properties (see Lemma 2), the non-separable penalty is much easier to interpret. Fortu-
nately, as the statement below shows, under very nonrestrictive conditions, the penalties are within
a constant factor of each other.

Lemma 3. If n ≥ 8 and K ≤
√
n/ lnn, then

Pen(ns)(n, J,K) < (2 + β1/β2) Pen(s)(n, J,K) < 2 (2 + β1/β2) Pen(ns)(n, J,K). (22)

3.2 The Estimation Errors

Theorem 1. Let (Θ̂, Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) be a solution of optimization problem (10) with the penalty defined in
(18). Construct the estimator P̂ of P∗ of the form

P̂ = PẐ,K̂ Θ̂(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) PT
Ẑ,K̂

(23)

where PẐ,K̂ is the permutation matrix corresponding to (Ẑ, K̂). Then, for any t > 0 and some

absolute positive constants γ and C̃, one has

P
{
n−2 ‖P̂ − P∗‖2F ≤ n−2H0 Pen(n, J∗,K∗) + n−2 C̃t

}
≥ 1− 3e−t, (24)

9
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n−2 E‖P̂ − P∗‖2F ≤ n−2H0 Pen(n, J∗,K∗) + 3n−2 C̃. (25)

The exact expressions for H0 and C̃ are given in the proof of Theorem 1.

Observe that, due to Lemma 3, the separable and non-separable penalties are within a constant factor
of each other, so that Theorem 1 implies that the estimation error is proportional to Pen(n, J∗,K∗)
where

Pen(n, J,K) � Pen(ns)(n, J,K) � n lnK + |J | ln(nKe/|J |) + lnn. (26)

The first term in (26) is due to the clustering errors, the second term quantifies the difficulty of
finding |J | nonzero elements among nK elements of matrix Λ ∈ [0, 1]n×K and estimating them,
while the term lnn � ln(nK) stands for the difficulty of finding the cardinality of the set |J |, and it
is always dominated by the first two terms in (26).

Since each node is connected to at least one community with a nonzero probability, one has
n ≤ |J | ≤ nK. In the (non-sparse) PABM, |J | = nK and the second term in (26) is always
asymptotically larger than the other two terms, as n → ∞. In SPABM, the second term in (26)
dominates the first term only if K = 1 or |J |/n → ∞ as n → ∞. However, if K > 1 and |J | � n,
then both terms are of the equal asymptotic order. If K →∞ and |J | � n as n→∞, then SPABM
has the error O(n lnK) which is asymptotically smaller than O(nK) error of PABM.

3.3 Detectability of clusters

In order one can detect clusters, the vectors Λ(k,l), l = 1, . . . ,K, should be sufficiently different for
every k = 1, . . . ,K. Assume that K = K∗ is known and that the following condition holds.

Assumption A1. For any k = 1, . . . ,K, vectors Λ(k,1), . . . ,Λ(k,K) are linearly independent.

Under Assumption A1, the true clusters are detectable.

Lemma 4. Let Z∗ ∈Mn,K be the true clustering matrix, and Z ∈Mn,K be an arbitrary clustering

matrix. Let J∗ = J∗(Z∗) be the true set of indices of nonzero elements, and J̆∗ = J̆∗(Z) be the set of
indices of nonzero elements, defined in (7), which is associated with a clustering matrix Z ∈Mn,K .
If Assumption A1 holds and the network is connected, then

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥P (k,l)
∗ (Z∗)−Π(1)

(
Π
J

(k,l)
∗

(P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗)

)∥∥∥2

F
≤

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥P (k,l)
∗ (Z)−Π(1)

(
Π
J̆

(k,l)
∗

(P
(k,l)
∗ (Z)

)∥∥∥2

F

(27)
where, for any matrix B, Π(1)(B) is its rank one approximation and ΠJ is its projection on the set
of indices defined by J . Moreover, equality in (27) occurs if and only if matrices Z and Z∗ coincide
up to a permutation of columns.

3.4 The Clustering Errors

In order to evaluate the clustering error when clustering is applied to the adjacency matrix, we
assume that the true number of classes K = K∗ is known. Then Ẑ ≡ ẐK is a solution of the
optimization problem (13).

Let Z∗ ∈ Mn,K be the true clustering matrix and Z∗ ∈ Mn,K be any other clustering matrix.
Then the proportion of misclustered nodes can be evaluated as

Err(Z,Z∗) = (2n)−1 min
PK∈PK

‖ZPK − Z∗‖1 = (2n)−1 min
PK∈PK

‖ZPK − Z∗‖2F (28)

10
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where PK is the set of permutation matrices PK : {1, 2, · · · ,K} −→ {1, 2, · · · ,K}. Let

Υ(Z∗, δn) =

{
Z ∈Mn,K : (2n)−1 min

PK∈PK

‖ZPK − Z∗‖1 ≥ δn
}

(29)

be the set of clustering matrices with the proportion of misclassified nodes being at least δn ∈ (0, 1).
The success of clustering in (13) relies upon the fact that matrix P∗ is a collection of K2 rank

one blocks, so that the operator and the Frobenius norms of each block are the same. On the other
hand, if clustering were incorrect, the ranks of the blocks would increase which would lead to the
discrepancy between their operator and Frobenius norms. In particular, the following statement is
true.

Theorem 2. Let K = K∗ ≥ 2 be the true number of clusters, Z∗ ∈ Mn,K be the true clustering
matrix and Assumption A1 hold. Let J∗ = J∗(Z∗) be the true set of indices of nonzero elements,
and J̆∗ = J̆∗(Z) be the set of indices of nonzero elements, defined in (7), which is associated with a
clustering matrix Z ∈Mn,K . Let Ẑ ≡ ẐK be a solution of the optimization problem (13) and δn → 0
as n→∞. If there exists αn ∈ (0, 1/2) and absolute positive constants H1 and H2, independent of
K, n, J∗, J̆∗(Z), δn and αn, such that

‖P∗‖2F ≥ max
Z∈Υ(Z∗,δn)

(1 + αn)

K∑
k,l=1

‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z)‖2op +

H1

αn
|J̆∗(Z)| ln

(
nKe

|J̆∗(Z)|

)
+
H1

αn
(|J∗|+ n lnK) +H2|J∗| ln

(
nKe

|J∗|

)
(30)

then, with probability at least 1− 2K−n, the proportion of the nodes, misclassified by Ẑ, is at most
δn.

Example 1. In order to see what condition (30) means, we consider a simple example. We study
the sparse PABM with K = 2, and Z∗ ∈Mn,2 with equal size communities N = n/2. Assume that

Λ(k,k) =
√
a 1N , k = 1, 2, while elements Λ

(k,l)
i of vectors Λ(k,l), k 6= l, are equal to

√
b if i ∈ Jk,

k = 1, 2, and equal to zero otherwise. Examine the case of an assortative network, where a ≡ an,
b ≡ bn and b/a = ρ ≡ ρn ≤ 1. Denote J = J1∪J2 and note that the cardinality of the set of nonzero
elements of matrix Λ is equal to 2N + |J | with |J | = |J1| + |J2|. Denote the overall proportion of
nonzero entries in vectors Λ(1,2) and Λ(2,1) by γ, and the proportion of zero entries in vectors Λ(1,2)

and Λ(2,1) by s:

γ = |J |/n = (|J1|+ |J2|)/(2N), s = 1− γ.

Below we examine what condition (30) of Theorem 2 means for different values of s and ρ. Assume
that the connection probabilities are not too small, specifically, that

lim
n→∞

na2
n =∞. (31)

Let δn ≡ δ = δ1 + δ2. Let Z ∈ Υ(Z∗, δn) ⊂ Mn,2 be an arbitrary incorrect clustering matrix
and, according to Z, Ňk = Nδk nodes are moved erroneously from class k to class l, l 6= k, and
Ñk = N(1− δk) nodes remain correctly in class k. Then, according to Z, community k has Ñk + Ňl
nodes, k = 1, 2, k 6= l, and the proportion of misclassified nodes is equal to (δ1N + δ2N)/n = δ/2.
Denote the subsets of nodes corresponding to nonzero elements of vector Λ(k,l), that correctly stay
in class k and those that are misclassified into community l, l 6= k, by J̃k and J̌k, respectively. Then
Jk = J̃k ∪ J̌k, k = 1, 2. Denote

β̃k = |J̃k|/|Ñk|, β̌k = |J̌k|/|Ňk|, k = 1, 2, (32)

11
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and note that β̃k, β̌k ∈ [0, 1]. Then, for any Z ∈ Mn,2 with equal class sizes and the proportion of
misclassified nodes being δ/2, one has

‖P∗‖2F − (1 + αn)

2∑
k,l=1

‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z)‖2op ≥ Č a2n2(∆n(Z)− 16αn), (33)

where Č is an absolute constant, α ≡ αn and

∆n(Z) = δ2
1 (1− ρ2

n β̌
2
1 β̃

2
2)2 + δ2

2 (1− ρ2
n β̃

2
1 β̌

2
2)2. (34)

The proof of the inequality (33) is given in the Appendix.
Note that, in this example, the right hand side of (30) reduces to H1 nα

−1
n + H2n, so we need

to show that
a2n2∆n(Z) ≥ 16 a2n2 αn + H̃1 nα

−1
n + H̃2n, (35)

for some αn ∈ (0, 1/2) and absolute positive constants H̃1 and H̃2. It is easy to see that the right
hand side of (35) is minimized by αn = Cα /(an

√
n) ∈ (0, 1/2), and (35) appears as

an
√
n ∆n(Z) ≥ H̃3 (36)

for some absolute positive constant H̃3. Below, we examine when this condition can be satisfied for
δn → 0 as n→∞.

First, we consider the case when s = 0, so that γ = 1 and there is no structural sparsity. In this
case, β̌k = β̃k = 1, k = 1, 2, and, due to δ2

1 + δ2
2 ≥ (δ1 + δ2)2/2 = δ2/8, one obtains from (34) that

∆n(Z) � δ2
n(1− ρ2

n)2. Hence, (36) becomes an
√
n δ2

n(1− ρ2
n)2 ≥ H̃3, so that

δ2
n �

[
na2

n(1− ρ2
n)2
]−1 → 0 if na2

n(1− ρ2
n)2 →∞ (n→∞). (37)

The latter implies that either an should be asymptotically larger than n−1/2 or the ratio ρn = bn/an
should be separated from one.

Now, consider s > 0, so that γ < 1. In this case we need the minimal possible value of ∆n(Z)
over Z ∈ Υ(Z∗, δn) to satisfy condition (36). To formalize this notion, we introduce

F̂ (γ, δ, ρ, a, n) = min
{
δ2
1 (1− ρ2

n β̌
2
1 β̃

2
2)2 + δ2

2 (1− ρ2
n β̃

2
1 β̌

2
2)2
}

s.t. 0 ≤ β̃k ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β̌k ≤ 1, β̃k, β̌k given by (32), k = 1, 2,

δk ≥ 0, k = 1, 2, δ1 + δ2 = δ ≤ 1/2

β̃1(1− δ1) + β̃2(1− δ2) + β̌1δ1 + β̌2δ2 = 2γ (38)

In order the proportion of clustering errors is bounded above by δn → 0, one needs

F̂ (γ, δn, ρn, an, n) �
(
a2
nn
)−1/2

, (n→∞). (39)

Consider the case when s < 1/2, so that 1/2 < γ < 1. If δn → 0, then, for n large enough, one has
δn ≤ 2(γ−1/2) and, hence, 2γ ≥ 1+ δn. Set δ1 = δ, δ2 = 0, β̌1 = β̃2 = 1, β̃1 = [2γ− (1+ δ)]/(1− δ),
β̌2 = 0. It is easy to verify that conditions in (38) hold, so that F̂ (γ, δ, ρ, a, n) ≤ δ2(1 − ρ2

n)2 and
condition (39) is equivalent to (37), that occurs when there is no structural sparsity (s = 0).

Now, let s > 1/2, so that 0 < γ < 1/2. Let d = (1 − 2γ)/2 and, if δn → 0, then, for n large
enough, one has δn ≤ d. Let γ0 = (1 − 2d)/(1 − d) < 1. Then, 2γ/(1 − δn) ≤ γ0. By (38), obtain
β̃k(1−δk) ≤ 2γ and, hence, β̃k ≤ 2γ/(1−δk) ≤ γ0, k = 1, 2. Consequently, due to β̃k, β̌k ≤ 1, obtain

F̂ (γ, δn, ρn, an, n) ≥ (δ2
1 + δ2

2)(1− ρ2
nγ

2
0)2 ≥ δ2

n(1− γ2
0)2/2.
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Since γ0 is a non-asymptotic quantity, condition (39) holds for some δn → 0 as n → ∞, whenever
assumption (31) is satisfied. Therefore, if s > 1/2, one has δn → 0 even if ρn → 1 as n→∞.

The sparsity proportion of s = 1/2 constitutes the so called “elbow” value, so the difficulty of
clustering varies significantly for s < 1/2 and s > 1/2. Analysis of the conditions that ensure δn → 0
when s = 1/2 requires more sophisticated tools, so we do not study s = 1/2 in this paper.

Remark 1. Non-constant connection probabilities. We remark that consideration of constant
values for elements of vectors Λ(k,k) and Λ(k,l), k, l = 1, 2, k 6= l, is motivated by showing a clear
pattern of the impact of sparsity on the clustering precision. Assumption that in-cluster and out-
of-cluster connection probabilities take constant values are quite common in stochastic networks
literature (see, e.g., Abbe (2018), Abbe et al. (2020a), Abbe et al. (2020b) and Ndaoud et al. (2020)

among others). Indeed, if Λ
(k,k)
i ≥ √an, and Λ

(k,l)
i ≤

√
bn if i ∈ Jk, k = 1, 2, k 6= l, and equal to zero

otherwise, where bn/an = ρn ≤ 1, then conclusion of Example 1 that δn → 0 as n→∞ is still true,
provided condition (31) holds and s > 1/2. However, in the case of s < 1/2, δn may tend to zero
even if s < 1/2, depending on the exact values of components of vectors Λ(k,k) and Λ(k,l). Studying
the case of constant probabilities allowed us to show the benefits of structural sparsity more clearly.

4. Implementation of Clustering

In Section 2, we obtained an estimator Ẑ of the true clustering matrix Z∗ as a solution of optimization
problem (12). Minimization in (12) is somewhat similar to modularity maximization in Bickel and
Chen (2009) or Zhao et al. (2012) in the sense that modularity maximization as well as minimization
in (12) are NP-hard, and, hence, require some relaxation in order to obtain an implementable
clustering solution.

In the case of the SBM and the DCBM, possible relaxations include semidefinite programming
(see, e.g., Amini and Levina (2018) and references therein), variational methods (Celisse et al.
(2012)) and spectral clustering and its versions (see, e.g., Joseph and Yu (2016), Lei and Rinaldo
(2015) and Rohe et al. (2011) among others). Since in the case of SPABM, columns of matrix P∗
that correspond to nodes in the same class are neither identical, nor proportional, direct application
of spectral clustering to matrix P∗ does not deliver the partition of the nodes. However, it is easy
to see that the columns of matrix P∗ that correspond to nodes in the same community, form a
matrix with K rank-one blocks, hence, those columns lie in the subspace of the dimension at most
K. Therefore, matrix P∗ consists of K clusters of columns (rows) that lie in the union of K distinct
subspaces, each of the dimension K. For this reason, the subspace clustering presents a technique
for obtaining a fast and reliable solution of optimization problem (12) (or (13)).

Subspace clustering has been widely used in computer vision and, for this reason, it is a very
well studied and developed technique. Subspace clustering is designed for separation of points
that lie in the union of subspaces. Let {Xj ∈ RD}nj=1 be a given set of points drawn from an

unknown union of K > 1 linear or affine subspaces {Si}Ki=1 of unknown dimensions di = dim(Si),
0 < di < D, i = 1, ...,K. In the case of linear subspaces, the subspaces can be described as
Si = {x ∈ RD : x = U iy}, i = 1, ...,K, where U i ∈ RD×di is a basis for subspace Si and y ∈ Rdi is
a low-dimensional representation for point x. The goal of subspace clustering is to find the number
of subspaces K, their dimensions {di}Ki=1, the subspace bases {U i}Ki=1, and the segmentation of the
points according to the subspaces.

Several methods have been developed to implement subspace clustering such as algebraic meth-
ods (Boult and Brown (1991), Ma et al. (2008), Vidal et al. (2005)), iterative methods (Agarwal
and Mustafa (2004), Bradley and Mangasarian (2000), Tseng (2000)), and spectral clustering based
methods (Elhamifar and Vidal (2009), Elhamifar and Vidal (2013), Favaro et al. (2011), Liu et al.
(2013), Liu et al. (2010), Soltanolkotabi et al. (2014), Vidal (2011)). In this paper, we use the latter
group of techniques.
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Spectral clustering algorithms rely on construction of an affinity matrix whose entries are based
on some distance measures between the points. In particular, in the case of the SBM, adjacency
matrix itself serves as the affinity matrix, while for the DCBM, the affinity matrix is obtained by
normalizing rows/columns of A. In the case of the subspace clustering problem, one cannot use the
typical distance-based affinity because two points could be very close to each other, but lie in different
subspaces, while they could be far from each other, but lie in the same subspace. One of the solutions
is to construct the affinity matrix using self-representation of the points with the expectation that
a point is more likely to be presented as a linear combination of points in its own subspace rather
than from a different one. A number of approaches such as Low Rank Representation (see, e.g.,
Liu et al. (2013), Liu et al. (2010)) and Sparse Subspace Clustering (see, e.g., Elhamifar and Vidal
(2013), Elhamifar and Vidal (2009)) have been proposed in the past decade for the solution of this
problem.

In this paper, we use Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) since it allows one to take advantage of
the knowledge that, for a given K, columns of matrix P∗ lie in the union of K distinct subspaces,
each of the dimension at most K. If matrix P∗ were known, the weight matrix W would be based on
writing every data point as a sparse linear combination of all other points by solving the following
optimization problem

min
Wj

‖Wj‖1 s.t. (P∗)j =
∑
k 6=j

Wkj(P∗)k (40)

In the case of data contaminated by noise, the SSC algorithm does not attempt to write data as an
exact linear combination of other points. Instead, SSC can be built upon the solution of the elastic
net problem

Ŵj ∈ argmin
Wj

{[
1

2
‖Aj −AWj‖22 + γ1‖Wj‖1 + γ2‖Wj‖22

]
s.t. Wjj = 0

}
, j = 1, ..., n, (41)

where γ1, γ2 > 0 are tuning parameters. The quadratic term stabilizes the LASSO problem by
making the problem strongly convex, and therefore it has a unique minimum.

We solve (41) using the LARS algorithm Efron et al. (2004) implemented in SPAMS Matlab

toolbox (see Mairal et al. (2014)). Given Ŵ , the affinity matrix is defined as |Ŵ |+ |ŴT | where, for
any matrix B, matrix |B| has absolute values of elements of B as its entries. The class assignment

(clustering matrix) Z is then obtained by applying spectral clustering to |Ŵ |+ |ŴT |. We elaborate
on the implementation of the SSC in Section 5.1.

5. Simulations and Real Data Examples

5.1 Simulations on Synthetic Networks

In this section we evaluate the performance of our method using synthetic networks. We assume that
the number of communities (clusters) K is known and for simplicity consider a perfectly balanced
model with n/K nodes in each cluster. We generate each network from a random graph model with
a symmetric probability matrix P given by the SPABM model with a clustering matrix Z and a
block matrix Λ.

To generate synthetic networks, we start by producing a block matrix Λ in (3) with random
entries between 0 and 1. We use a parameter σ as the proportion of nonzero entries in matrix
Λ to control the sparsity of networks. To do that, we set bnKσc smallest non-diagonal entries
of Λ to zero. Then we multiply the non-diagonal blocks of Λ by ω, 0 < ω < 1, to ensure that
most nodes in the same community have larger probability of interactions. As a result, matrix
P (Z,K) with blocks P (k,l)(Z,K) = Λ(k,l)(Λ(l,k))T , k, l = 1, . . . ,K, has larger entries mostly in the
diagonal blocks than in the non-diagonal blocks and some zero rows (columns) in the non-diagonal
blocks. The parameter ω is the heterogeneity parameter. Indeed, if ω = 0, the matrix P∗ is strictly
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Figure 2: The clustering errors Err(Ẑ, Z) defined in (28) (left panels) and the estimation
errors n−2 ‖P̂ − P‖2F (right panels) for K = 4 (top), K = 5 (middle) and K = 6
(bottom) clusters. The errors are evaluated over 100 simulation runs. The number
of nodes ranges from n = 300 to n = 540 with the increments of 60. Dashed lines
represent the results for ω = 0.5 and solid lines represent the results for ω = 0.8;
σ = 0.3 (red), σ = 0.5 (blue) and σ = 0.7 (black).
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block-diagonal, while in the case of ω = 1, there is no difference between entries in diagonal and
nonzero entries in non-diagonal blocks. Next, we generate a random clustering matrix Z ∈ Mn,K

corresponding to the case of equal community sizes and the permutation matrix PZ,K corresponding
to the clustering matrix Z. Subsequently, we scramble rows and columns of P (Z,K) to create the
probability matrix P = PZ,KP (Z,K)PT

Z,K . Finally we generate the lower half of the adjacency
matrix A as independent Bernoulli variables Aij ∼ Ber(Pij), i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , i − 1, and set
Aij = Aji when j > i. In practice, the diagonal elements of matrix A are unavailable, so we estimate
diag(P ) without their knowledge.

Now we use SSC to find the clustering matrix Ẑ. Since the diagonal elements of matrix A
are unavailable, we initially set Aii = 0, i = 1, ..., n, and solve optimization problem (41) with
γ1 = 30ρ(A) and γ2 = 125(1 − ρ(A)), where ρ(A) is the density of matrix A, the proportion
of nonzero entries of A. The values of γ1 and γ2 have been obtained empirically by testing on
synthetic networks. After matrix Ŵ of weights is evaluated, we obtain the clustering matrix Ẑ by
applying spectral clustering to |Ŵ | + |ŴT |, as it was described in Section 4. In this paper, we
use the normalized cut algorithm Shi and Malik (2000) to perform spectral clustering. Given Ẑ,
we generate matrix A(Ẑ,K) = PT

Ẑ,K
APẐ,K with blocks A(k,l)(Ẑ,K), k, l = 1, . . . ,K, and obtain

Θ̂(k,l)(Ẑ,K) by using the rank one approximation for each of the blocks. Finally, we estimate matrix
P by P̂ = P̂ (Ẑ, K̂) using formula (23) with K̂ = K.

Figure 2 represents the accuracy of SSC in terms of the average estimation errors n−2 ‖P̂ − P‖2F
and the average clustering errors Err(Ẑ, Z) defined in (28) for K = 4, 5 and 6, respectively, and the
number of nodes ranging from n = 300 to n = 540 with the increments of 60. The left panels display
the clustering errors Err(Ẑ, Z) while the right ones exhibit the estimation errors n−2 ‖P̂ − P‖2F , as
functions of the number of nodes, for two different values of the parameter ω: ω = 0.5 (dashed lines)
and 0.8 (solid lines) and three different values of the parameter σ: σ = 0.3 (red lines), 0.5 (blue
lines), and 0.7 (black lines).

Figure 2 shows that sparsity has a different effect on estimation and clustering errors. It is easy
to see that as sparsity increases (σ decreases), the estimation errors decrease. On the other hand,
the difficulty of clustering depends on combination of the sparsity parameter σ and the heterogeneity
parameter ω. Specifically, a denser network is easier to cluster when the network is more diverse
(the heterogeneity parameter ω is larger), while for a very sparse network, heterogeneity of the
network does not play much of a role. Indeed, in all three graphs in the left half of Figure 2, the red
curves, corresponding to the most sparse case (σ = 0.3), are close together while the black curves,
corresponding to the least sparse case (σ = 0.7), are further apart. The graphs also show the effect
of the number of clusters K on the clustering errors. Indeed, for large K (K = 6), when n is small
(n < 420), a sparser network is not harder to cluster than a denser one, perhaps because the diverse
sparsity patterns make the network less uniform. In summary, the difficulty of clustering depends
on the interplay between sparsity and heterogeneity of the network.

Our procedure does not estimate the set J explicitly. Instead, we set Ĵ = J̆ =
⋃K
k,l=1 J̆k,l

where J̆k,l is defined in (7). Our next objective is to evaluate how accurate J̆ is, as an estimator
of J∗. While there are several ways for doing this, below we use two measures, the false positive
rate ρFP , defined as the proportion of zero entries in P∗ that are estimated by non-zeros in P̂ ,
and ∆FN = ‖P∗‖−1

F ‖X∗‖F , where ‖X∗‖F is the Frobenius norm of nonzero entries in P∗ that are

estimated by zeros in P̂ . The reports on the accuracies of estimating J∗ are presented in Figure 3.
The left panels display ρFP while the right ones exhibit ∆FN , as functions of the number of nodes
for the same settings as in Figure 2.

The left panels of Figure 3 demonstrate that the proportion of false positives ρFP decreases
as the network becomes more and more sparse and more heterogeneous (the proportions of false
positives are smaller for smaller values of σ and larger values of ω). Again, the same as for Figure 2,
the pattern emerges only when the number of nodes per community reaches some critical threshold.
Indeed, as the bottom left panel of Figure 3 shows, the false positive rate is high, when the number of
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Figure 3: The false positive rates ρFP (left panels) and the rates ∆FN (right panels) for
K = 4 (top), K = 5 (middle) and K = 6 (bottom) clusters. The rates are
evaluated over 100 simulation runs. The number of nodes ranges from n = 300 to
n = 540 with the increments of 60. Dashed lines represent the results for ω = 0.5
and solid lines represent the results for ω = 0.8; σ = 0.3 (red), σ = 0.5 (blue) and
σ = 0.7 (black).
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nodes is small. The right hand side panels of Figure 3 show that ∆FN , the relative norm of nonzero
entries of P∗ estimated by zeros, is minimal for the moderately sparse network σ = 0.5 and becomes
smaller when the network is more heterogeneous. One can also notice that the values of ∆FN are
almost independent of σ when the network is relatively homogeneous (ω = 0.5) but become more
diverse when the network becomes more diverse (ω = 0.8).

Remark 2. Unknown number of clusters. In our previous simulations we treated the true
number of clusters as a known quantity. However, we can actually use P̂ to obtain an estimator
K̂ of K by solving, for every suitable K, the optimization problem (14), which can be equivalently
rewritten as

K̂ = argmin
K
{‖P̂ −A‖2F + Pen(n, J,K)}. (42)

The penalties Pen(n, J,K) defined in (18) are, however, motivated by the objective of setting it
above the noise level with a very high probability. In our simulations, we also study the selection of
an unknown K using an empirical version of this penalty

Pen(n, J,K) = ρ(A)nK
√

lnn (lnK)3. (43)

In order to assess the accuracy of K̂ as an estimator of K, we evaluated K̂ as a solution of
optimization problem (42) with the penalty (43) in each of the previous simulations settings over
100 simulation runs. Table 1 in Section A.1 of the Appendix presents the relative frequencies of the
estimators K̂ of K∗ for K∗ ranging from 3 to 5, n = 360 and 480 and ω = 0.5 and 0.8 and σ = 0.4,
0.6 and 0.8. Table 1 confirms that for majority of settings, K̂ = K∗, i.e., the estimated and the true
number of clusters coincide with high probability.

We would like to point out that the problem (41) of finding weights is indeed strongly convex
and it leads to a unique set of weights for every column of the adjacency matrix. However, the
subsequent spectral clustering is not convex since it requires application of the K-means clustering
to the main K eigenvectors of the weight matrix. The subspace clustering is carried out with a fixed
number of clusters. The number of clusters is then found as a solution of the discrete optimization
problem (14). Therefore, even with the same adjacency matrix, due to random initialization of the
K-means algorithm, the values of K̂ may vary.

5.2 Real Data Examples

In this section, we report the performance of SSC and our estimation procedure when they are
applied to two real life networks, an ego-network and a human brain network.

To study the ego-network, we use the dataset described comprehensively in Leskovec and Mcauley
(2012). An ego-network is a social network of a single person, with the exclusion of the person gen-
erating this network. Users of social networking sites are usually provided with a tool that allows
them to organize their networks into categories, referred to, in Leskovec and Mcauley (2012), as
social circles. Practically all major social networking cites provide such functionality, for example,
“circles” on Google+, and “lists” on Facebook and Twitter. Examples of such circles include uni-
versity classmates, sports team members, relatives, etc. Once circles are created by a user, they
can be utilized, for example, for content filtering (e.g. to filter status updates posted by distant
acquaintances) or for privacy (e.g., to hide personal information from coworkers).

In this paper, we attempt to recover social circles of an ego-network when only binary connection
data is available. In particular, we formulate the problem of circle detection as a clustering problem
on an individual ego-network. In principle, circles can overlap or a circle can be a subset of another
circle, hence, as an example in this paper, we study an ego-network with only few nodes overlap
between the circles which does not affect the performance of the clustering method. Specifically,
we study an ego-network from Facebook where user profiles are treated as nodes and a friendship
between two user profiles is considered as an edge between them. Since a friendship is a mutual tie,
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Figure 4: The adjacency matrices of the ego-network with 25114 nonzero entries and 5
clusters (left) and the brain network with 30894 nonzero entries and 6 clusters
(right) after clustering

the ego-network is undirected. The ego-network studied in this paper, has 777 nodes with 17 circles,
each circle containing between 2 to 225 nodes. For our study, we extract the five largest circles of
the this network, obtaining a network with 629 nodes and 12557 edges. We carried out clustering
of the nodes using the SSC and compared the clustering assignments of SSC with the true class
assignments. The SSC provides 85% accuracy. In addition, we applied formula (42) with K ranging
from 2 to 6 to the adjacency matrix with the randomly permuted rows (columns), obtaining the true
number of clusters with 100% accuracy over 100 runs. Figure 4 shows the adjacency matrix of the
graph after clustering (left), which confirms that the network indeed follows the SPABM. Indeed,
the SPABM is a very appropriate model for this example since users display different degrees of
connections to users in other circles, and, furthermore, the network is sparse, which justifies the
application of the SPABM.

Our second example involves analyzing a human brain functional network, constructed on the
basis of the resting-state functional MRI (rsfMRI). We use the the brain connectivity dataset pre-
sented as a GroupAverage rsfMRI matrix described in Crossley et al. (2013). In this dataset, the
brain is partitioned into 638 distinct regions and a weighted graph is used to characterize the network
topology. Nicolini et al. (2017) developed a new Asymptotical Surprise method, which is applied for
clustering of the weighted graph. Asymptotical Surprise detects 47 communities ranging from 1 to
133. Since the true clustering as well as the true number of clusters are unknown for this dataset,
we treat the results of the Asymptotical Surprise as the ground truth.

In order to generate a binary network, we set all nonzero weights to one in the GroupAverage
rsfMRI matrix, obtaining a network with 18625 undirected edges. For evaluating the performance
of SSC on this network, we extract 6 largest communities derived by the Asymptotical Surprise,
obtaining a network with 422 nodes and 15447 edges. Applying (42), with K ranging from 2 to 10,
to the adjacency matrix with the randomly permuted rows (columns), we recovered the true number
of clusters with 64% accuracy over 100 simulation runs. For this true number of communities, our
version of the SSC detects the true communities with 94% accuracy. Figure 4 (right) displays the
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adjacency matrix of the network after clustering, showing that the network is very sparse, thus,
justifying application of the SPABM to the data.
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Appendix A.

A.1 Accuracy of Estimating the Number of Communities

Table 1 below presents the relative frequencies of the estimators K̂ of K∗ for K∗ ranging from 3 to
5, n = 360 and 480, ω = 0.5 and 0.8, and σ = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. Table 1 confirms that for majority of
settings, the estimated and the true number of clusters are equal, K̂ = K∗, with high probability.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1

Overview: The proof follows the standard oracle inequality strategy. We bound the error
∥∥∥P̂ − P∗∥∥∥2

F
by the random error term plus the difference between the values of the penalty function at K∗, J∗
and K̂, Ĵ :

2Tr
[
(A− P∗)T (P̂ − P∗)

]
+ Pen(n, J∗,K∗)− Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂).

Subsequently, we show that the random error term is bounded above by the sum of the Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂)

and a small multiple of
∥∥∥P̂ − P∗∥∥∥2

F
with high probability. The latter leads to the conclusion that∥∥∥P̂ − P∗∥∥∥2

F
is smaller than a multiple of Pen(n, J∗,K∗) with high probability. The details of the

proof are given below.

Proof. Denote Ξ = A − P∗ and recall that, given matrix P∗, entries Ξi,j = Ai,j − (P∗)ij of Ξ are
the independent Bernoulli errors for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n and Ξi,j = Ξj,i. Then following notations (5),
for any Z and K

Ξ(Z,K) = PT
Z,KΞPZ,K and P∗(Z,K) = PT

Z,KP∗PZ,K .

Let (Θ̂, Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) be a solution of optimization problem (10), and the estimator P̂ ≡ P̂ (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) of
P∗ be of the form (23). Since A(Z,K) = PT

Z,KAPZ,K , one has A = PZ,KA(Z,K)PT
Z,K and it

follows from (10) that∥∥∥PT
Ẑ,K̂

APẐ,K̂ − Θ̂(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)
∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) ≤∥∥PT

Z∗,K∗
APZ∗,K∗ −PT

Z∗,K∗
P∗PZ∗,K∗

∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, J∗,K∗)

Using orthogonality of permutation matrices, we can rewrite the previous inequality as∥∥∥A−PẐ,K̂Θ̂(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)PT
Ẑ,K̂

∥∥∥2

F
≤ ‖A− P∗‖2F + Pen(n, J∗,K∗)− Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) (A.1)

Hence (A.1) and (23) yield∥∥∥A− P̂∥∥∥2

F
≤ ‖A− P∗‖2F + Pen(n, J∗,K∗)− Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) (A.2)
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n = 360

ω = 0.5 ω = 0.8

K∗ K̂ σ = 0.4 σ = 0.6 σ = 0.8 σ = 0.4 σ = 0.6 σ = 0.8
2 0.01 0 0.01 0 0 0
3 0.49 0.62 0.62 0.54 0.79 0.76

3 4 0.31 0.27 0.30 0.39 0.17 0.18
5 0.15 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.06
6 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.01 0.01 0.05 0 0 0.01

4 4 0.66 0.74 0.66 0.72 0.85 0.81
5 0.22 0.22 0.25 0.23 0.15 0.16
6 0.11 0.03 0.04 0.05 0 0.02

2 0 0 0.02 0 0 0
3 0 0 0.03 0 0 0

5 4 0.05 0.07 0.23 0 0 0.08
5 0.70 0.69 0.54 0.74 0.84 0.84
6 0.25 0.24 0.18 0.26 0.16 0.08

n = 480

ω = 0.5 ω = 0.8

K∗ K̂ σ = 0.4 σ = 0.6 σ = 0.8 σ = 0.4 σ = 0.6 σ = 0.8
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.54 0.73 0.76

3 4 0.26 0.17 0.31 0.32 0.24 0.19
5 0.08 0.19 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.05
6 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0.01 0 0 0 0 0

4 4 0.64 0.68 0.76 0.69 0.74 0.83
5 0.21 0.30 0.21 0.23 0.24 0.17
6 0.14 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.02 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0.02 0 0 0

5 4 0.04 0.01 0.21 0 0 0.05
5 0.65 0.78 0.65 0.77 0.89 0.86
6 0.31 0.21 0.12 0.23 0.11 0.09

Table 1: The relative frequencies of the estimators K̂ of K∗ for K∗ ranging from 3 to 5,
n = 360 and 480 and ω = 0.5 and 0.8 and σ = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
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Now adding and subtracting P∗ in the norm on the left side of (A.2), we rewrite (A.2) as∥∥∥P̂ − P∗∥∥∥2

F
≤ ∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) + Pen(n, J∗,K∗)− Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) (A.3)

where
∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2Tr

[
ΞT (P̂ − P∗)

]
.

Again, using orthogonality of permutation matrices, we obtain

∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2
〈

Ξ(Ẑ, K̂), (Θ̂(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)− P∗(Ẑ, K̂))
〉

where 〈A,B〉 = Tr(ATB). Then, in the block form, ∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) appears as

∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) =

K̂∑
k,l=1

∆(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) (A.4)

with
∆(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2

〈
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂),Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

))
− P (k,l)

∗ (Ẑ, K̂)
〉
.

Here Πû,v̂ is defined in (4), and û ≡ û(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) and v̂ ≡ v̂(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) are the singular vectors of

ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

)
corresponding to the largest singular values of ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

)
. Let ũ =

ũ(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) and ṽ = ṽ(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) be the singular vectors of ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)) corresponding

to the largest singular values of ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)), and Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))) be the rank

one projection of P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂) defined in (4).

We point out here that although all singular vectors depend on the block (k, l), as well as on
Z, J and K, we omit these dependences from the notations since, otherwise, the paper will become
unreadable. In addition, vectors û and v̂ have supports Ĵk,l and Ĵl,k, respectively. Recall that

Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(A
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))) = Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)) + ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))

Then, ∆(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) can be partitioned into the sums of three components

∆(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = ∆
(k,l)
1 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) + ∆

(k,l)
2 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) + ∆

(k,l)
3 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂), k, l = 1, 2, · · · ,K, (A.5)

where

∆
(k,l)
1 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2

〈
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂),Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))
〉

(A.6)

∆
(k,l)
2 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2

〈
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂),Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))− P (k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)

〉
(A.7)

∆
(k,l)
3 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2

〈
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂),Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))−Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)))

〉
(A.8)

With some abuse of notations, for any matrix B and any vectors u, v, let Πu,v

(
ΠĴ(B(Ẑ, K̂))

)
be

the matrix with blocks Πu,v

(
ΠĴ(k,l)(B(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))

)
, k, l = 1, 2, · · · , K̂. Then, it follows from (A.5)

that
∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = ∆1(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) + ∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) + ∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) (A.9)

where

∆1(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2
〈

Ξ(Ẑ, K̂),Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(Ξ(Ẑ, K̂))

)〉
(A.10)

∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2
〈

Ξ(Ẑ, K̂),Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)

〉
(A.11)

∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) = 2
〈

Ξ(Ẑ, K̂),Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
−Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)〉
. (A.12)
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Now, we need to derive an upper bound for each component in (A.5) and (A.9).

An upper bound for ∆1(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂). Observe that

|∆(k,l)
1 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| = 2

∥∥∥Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))

∥∥∥2

op
≤ 2

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))

∥∥∥2

op

Fix t > 0 and let Ω1 be the set such that ‖ΠĴ

(
Ξ(Ẑ, K̂)

)
‖2op ≤ F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) + C2t. According to

Lemma 8,

P(Ω1) ≥ 1− exp(−t), (A.13)

and, for ω ∈ Ω1, one has

|∆1(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ 2

K̂∑
k,l=1

‖ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))‖2op ≤ 2F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) + 2C2t (A.14)

where F1(n, J,K) is defined by either (A.49) or (A.50) and C2 is given in Lemma 7.

An upper bound for ∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂). Now, consider ∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) given by (A.11). Note that

|∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| = 2 ‖Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)‖F |〈Ξ(Ẑ, K̂), Hũ,ṽ(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)〉|,

where

Hũ,ṽ(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) =
Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)

‖Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)‖F

Since for any a, b and α1 > 0, one has 2ab ≤ α1a
2 + b2/α1, obtain

|∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ α1‖Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)‖2F + α−1

1 |〈Ξ(Ẑ, K̂), Hũ,ṽ(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)〉|2 (A.15)

Observe that if K,J and Z ∈ Mn,K are fixed, then Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K) is fixed and, for any K,J and
Z, one has ‖Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K)‖F = 1. Note also that, for fixed K,J and Z, matrix Ξ(Z,K) ∈ [0, 1]n×n

contains independent Bernoulli errors. It is well known that if ξ is a vector of independent Bernoulli

errors and h is any fixed vector with

n∑
i=1

h2
i = 1, then, for any x > 0, the Hoeffding’s inequality

yields

P(|ξTh|2 > x) ≤ 2 exp(−x/2).

Since 〈Ξ(Z,K), Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K)〉 = [vec(Ξ(Z,K))]Tvec(Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K)), applying the Hoeffding’s in-
equality and accounting for the symmetry, we derive for any fixed K,J and Z:

P
(
|〈Ξ(Z,K), Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K)〉|2 − x > 0

)
≤ 2 exp(−x/2).

Hence, application of the union bound over K,Z and J leads to

P
(
|〈Ξ(Ẑ, K̂), Hũ,ṽ(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)〉|2 − F2(n, Ĵ , K̂) > 2t

)
(A.16)

≤ P
(

max
1≤K≤n

max
J

max
Z∈Mn,k

[|〈Ξ(Z,K), Hũ,ṽ(Z, J,K)〉|2 − F2(n, J,K)] > 2 t

)
≤ 2 exp(−t),
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where F2(n, Ĵ , K̂) stands for F
(s)
2 (n, J,K) or F

(ns)
2 (n, J,K) and

F
(ns)
2 (n, J,K) = 2 lnn+ 2(n+ 2) lnK + 2|J | ln(nKe/|J |) (A.17)

F
(s)
2 (n, J,K) = 2

K∑
k,l=1

|Jk,l| ln(nke/|Jk,l|) + 2

(
lnn+ n lnK +K

K∑
k=1

lnnk

)
(A.18)

Using Lemma 6, obtain that

‖Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)‖2F ≤ ‖Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(P∗(Ẑ, K̂))

)
− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)‖2F ≤ ‖P̂ − P∗‖2F .

Denote the set on which (A.16) holds by Ωc2, so that

P(Ω2) ≥ 1− 2 exp(−t). (A.19)

Then inequalities (A.15) and (A.16) imply that, for any α1 > 0 and any ω ∈ Ω2, one has

|∆2(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ α1‖P̂ − P∗‖2F + α−1
1 F2(n, Ĵ , K̂) + 2α−1

1 t. (A.20)

An upper bound for ∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂). Now consider ∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂) defined in (A.12) with components

(A.8). Note that matrices Xk,l = Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))) − Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂))) have

ranks at most two. Use the fact that (see, e.g., Giraud (2014), page 123)

〈A,B〉 ≤ ‖A‖(2,r)‖B‖(2,r) ≤ r ‖A‖op‖B‖F , r = min{rank(A), rank(B)}, (A.21)

where, for any matrix X, ‖X‖(2,q) is the Ky-Fan (2, q) norm such that ‖X‖2(2,q) ≤ rank(X) ‖X‖2op.
Applying inequality (A.21) with r = 2 to (A.8), derive that

|∆(k,l)
3 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ 4 ‖ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))‖op
∥∥∥Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))−Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)))

∥∥∥
F

Then, for any α2 > 0, obtain

|∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| =
K̂∑

k,l=1

|∆(k,l)
3 (Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ 2

α2

K̂∑
k,l=1

‖Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)‖2op (A.22)

+ 2α2

K̂∑
k,l=1

‖Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))−Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)))‖2F

Note that, by Lemma 6,

‖ Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))−Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)))‖2F ≤

2 ‖Πû,v̂(ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗
(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)))− P (k,l)

∗ (Ẑ, K̂)‖2F + 2 ‖Πũ,ṽ(ΠĴ(k,l)(P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)))− P (k,l)

∗ (Ẑ, K̂)‖2F ≤

4‖Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

))
− P (k,l)

∗ (Ẑ, K̂)‖2F = 4‖Θ̂(k,l)(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)− P (k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)‖2F

Therefore,

K̂∑
k,l=1

‖Πû,v̂

(
ΠĴ(k,l)(P∗

(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂))
)
−Πũ,ṽ

(
ΠĴ(k,l)

(
P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ, K̂)

))
‖2F ≤

4
∥∥∥Θ̂(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)− P∗(Ẑ, K̂)

∥∥∥2

F
= 4‖P̂ − P∗‖2F
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Combining the last inequality with (A.14) and (A.22), obtain that for any α2 > 0, t > 0 and ω ∈ Ω1,
one has

|∆3(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ 8α2‖P̂ − P∗‖2F + 2α−1
2 F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) + 2α−1

2 C2 t. (A.23)

An upper bound in probability. Let Ω = Ω1 ∩ Ω2. Then, (A.13) and (A.19) imply that P(Ω) ≥
1 − 3 exp(−t) and that, for ω ∈ Ω, inequalities (A.14), (A.20) and (A.23) simultaneously hold.
Hence, (A.9) implies that, for any ω ∈ Ω,

|∆(Ẑ, Ĵ , K̂)| ≤ (2+2α−1
2 )F1(n, Ĵ , K̂)+α−1

1 F2(n, Ĵ , K̂)+(α1+8α2)‖P̂−P∗‖2F+2 (C2+α−1
1 +C2 α

−1
2 ) t.

Combination of the last inequality and (A.3) yields that, for α1 + 8α2 < 1 and any ω ∈ Ω,

(1− α1 − 8α2)
∥∥∥P̂ − P∗∥∥∥2

F
≤ (2 + 2α−1

2 )F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) + α−1
1 F2(n, Ĵ , K̂) (A.24)

+ Pen(n, J∗,K∗)− Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) + 2 (C2 + α−1
1 + C2 α

−1
2 ) t.

Setting Pen(n, Ĵ , K̂) = (2 + 2/α2)F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) + 1/α1F2(n, Ĵ , K̂), obtain the penalty as defined in
(18)–(21), with

β1 =
2(C1 + C2)(1 + α2)

α2
+

2

α1
, β2 =

2C2(1 + α2)

α2
+

2

α1
. (A.25)

Dividing both sides of (A.24) by (1− α1 − 8α2), obtain that

P
{
‖P̂ − P∗‖2F ≤ (1− α1 − 8α2)−1 Pen(n, J∗,K∗) + C̃ t

}
≥ 1− 3e−t (A.26)

where C̃ = 2(1− α1 − 8α2)−1(C2 + 1/α1 + C2/α2) t. To obtain (24) set H0 = (1− α1 − 8α2)−1.

An upper bound in expectation. In order to obtain the upper bound (25) note that for ξ = ‖P̂ − P∗‖2F−
H0 Pen(n,K∗), one has E‖P̂ − P∗‖2F = H0 Pen(n,K∗) + Eξ, where

Eξ ≤
∫ ∞

0

P(ξ > z)dz = C̃

∫ ∞
0

P(ξ > C̃t)dt ≤ C̃
∫ ∞

0

3 e−t dt = 3C̃,

which yields (25).

A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.

Let K be fixed, and known, so that K = K∗ and, hence, A(Ẑ,K) ≡ A(Ẑ) and so on. Let Z∗ be
the true clustering matrix and J∗ be the set of indices such that Pi,j(Z∗,K∗) = 0 if (i, j) /∈ J∗. It
follows from (13) that

K∑
k,l=1

‖A(k,l)(Ẑ)−Π(1)(ΠĴ(k,l)(A
(k,l)(Ẑ)))‖2F + Pen(n, Ĵ ,K)

≤
K∑

k,l=1

‖A(k,l)(Z∗)−Π(1)(ΠJ
(k,l)
∗

(A(k,l)(Z∗)))‖2F + Pen(n, J∗,K)

where Π(1)(B) is the best rank one approximation of matrix B. Since for any Z ∈ Mn,K and any
J , one has

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(Z)
∥∥∥2

F
= ‖A‖2F ,

〈
A(k,l)(Z),Π(1)

(
ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z))

)〉
=
∥∥∥Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z)))

∥∥∥2

F
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and Pen(1)(n,K) does not depend on the sparsity set J , obtain from (13), with non-separable penalty
(20):

K∑
k,l=1

‖Π(1)

(
ΠĴ(k,l)

(
A(k,l)(Ẑ)

))
‖2F ≥

K∑
k,l=1

‖Π(1)

(
Π
J

(k,l)
∗

(
A(k,l)(Z∗)

))
‖2F (A.27)

+ β1|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |)− β1|J∗| ln(nKe/|J∗|).

Denote, as before, Ξ(k,l)(Z) = A(k,l)(Z) − P (k,l)
∗ (Z). Note that, for any J (k,l), matrices P

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗)

and Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z))) have rank one, while for Z 6= Z∗, some P
(k,l)
∗ (Z) may have ranks higher

than one. Note that for any Z ∈Mn,K and any J (k,l)

‖Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z)))‖F = ‖Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z)))‖op ≥ (A.28)

‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z)‖op − ‖Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(Ξ(k,l)(Z))‖op = ‖P (k,l)

∗ (Z)‖F − ‖Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(Ξ(k,l)(Z))‖op

Note that, for (i, j) /∈ J
(k,l)
∗ , one has Ξ

(k,l)
i,j (Z∗) = 0, since a Bernoulli random variable with zero

mean is identically equal to zero. Therefore, for any set J (k,l), the matrix ΠJ(k,l)(Ξ(k,l)(Z∗)) has
(J∗)k,l ∩ Jk,l nonzero rows and (J∗)l,k ∩ Jl,k nonzero columns. Thus, for any t > 0, by Lemma 7

P


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥(ΠJ(k,l)(Ξ(k,l)(Z∗))
)∥∥∥2

op
≤ C1|J∗ ∩ J |+ C2 t

 ≥ 1− exp(−t). (A.29)

Observe that, for any a, b, c > 0, a ≥ b − c implies b2 ≤ (1 + τ)a2 + (1 + 1/τ)c2 for any τ > 0, so
that a2 ≥ b2/(1 + τ)− c2/τ . Therefore, by (A.28), for any τ ∈ (0, 1), one has

‖Π(1)(ΠJ
(k,l)
∗

(A(k,l)(Z∗)))‖2F ≥ (1 + τ)−1 ‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z)‖2F − τ−1 ‖Π(1)(ΠJ(k,l)(Ξ(k,l)(Z))‖2op. (A.30)

Hence, it follows from (A.29) and (A.30), that, for any τ ∈ (0, 1), any t > 0

P


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥Π(1)[ΠJ∗(k,l)(A(k,l)(Z∗))]
∥∥∥2

F
≥ 1

1 + τ
‖P∗‖2F −

C1|J∗|
τ
− C2t

τ

 ≥ 1− e−t. (A.31)

On the other hand, for any τ0 ∈ (0, 1), derive∥∥∥Π(1)[ΠĴ(k,l)(A
(k,l)(Ẑ))]

∥∥∥2

F
≤ (1 + τ0)

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)

(
P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)

)∥∥∥2

op
+ (1 + 1/τ0)

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)Ξ
(k,l)(Ẑ)

∥∥∥2

op
.

Taking a union bound similarly to Lemma 8 and recalling that K is fixed, obtain for any t > 0

P


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)(Ξ
(k,l)(Ẑ))

∥∥∥2

op
≤ (C1 + C2)|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |) + C2(2 lnn+ n lnK + t)

 ≥ 1− e−t

Therefore, for any τ0 ∈ (0, 1) and any t > 0, derive

P


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥Π(1)[ΠĴ(k,l)(A
(k,l)(Ẑ))]

∥∥∥2

F
≤ (1 + τ0)

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)

∥∥∥2

op
(A.32)

+ (1 + 1/τ0)
[
(C1 + C2)|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |) + C2(2 lnn+ n lnK + t)

]}
≥ 1− e−t,
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Combining (A.27), (A.31) and (A.32), derive that, for any τ, τ0 ∈ (0, 1) and any t > 0, one has with
probability at least 1− 2e−t

(1 + τ0)

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)

∥∥∥2

op
+ (1 + 1/τ0)

[
(C1 + C2)|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |) + C2(2 lnn+ n lnK + t)

]
≥

(1 + τ)−1 ‖P∗‖2F − τ
−1 C1|J∗| − τ−1 C2t+ β1|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |)− β1|J∗| ln(nKe/|J∗|).

Recall that, by Lemma 2, Ĵ(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆∗(ẐK ,K) and Ĵk,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ (J̆∗)
k,l(ẐK ,K)

for any (k, l), so that

‖ΠĴ(k,l)P
(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)‖2op ≤ ‖Π(J̆∗)(k,l)P

(k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)‖2op = ‖P (k,l)

∗ (Ẑ)‖2op.

Then, combining similar terms and multiplying both sides by (1 + τ), obtain for any τ, τ0 ∈ (0, 1)
and any t > 0, with probability at least 1− 2e−t

‖P∗‖2F − (1 + τ0)(1 + τ)

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥P (k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)

∥∥∥2

op
≤ (1 + τ)[τ−1

0 (1 + τ0)− β1]|Ĵ | ln(nKe/|Ĵ |)+

β1|J∗| ln(nKe/|J∗|) + (1 + τ)|J∗|[C1 τ
−1 + β1 ln(nKe/|J∗|)+

C2(1 + τ)(1 + τ0)τ−1
0 (2 lnn+ n lnK) + C2(1 + τ0)(1 + τ−1 + τ−1

0 ) t.

Set t = n lnK. Let τ = τ0 and (1 + τ0)(1 + τ) = 1 +αn. Then, τ−1 = α−1(1 +
√

1 + αn), and hence
τ−1(1 + τ)l � α−1 for l = 0, 1, 2. Taking into account that, by Lemma 2, |Ĵ(Ẑ)| ≤ |J̆∗(Ẑ)| and that
function f(x) = x ln(nKe/x) is an increasing function of x, derive that for any αn > 0 and t > 0
and some absolute positive constants H1 and H2, one has with probability at least 1− 2e−t

‖P∗‖2F − (1 + αn)

K∑
k,l=1

‖P (k,l)
∗ (Ẑ)‖2op ≤ H2|J∗| ln(nKe/|J∗|)+

H1 α
−1
n

[
|J̆∗(Ẑ)| ln(nKe/|J̆∗(Ẑ)|) + |J∗|+ n lnK

)
(A.33)

The proof is completed by comparison between (A.33) and (30), and by the contradiction argument.

A.4 Proofs of Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 4

Proof of Lemma 1. Note that index j is incorrectly identified if j ∈ J∗l,k∩(J̆l,k)c or j ∈ J̆l,k∩(J∗l,k)c.
Since Bernoulli variable with zero mean is always equal to zero, the second case is impossible.

Observe that for any (k, l), one has P
(k,l)
∗ ≡ P (k,l)

∗ (Z∗,K∗) and

nk∑
i=1

(P∗)
(k,l)
ij ≥ nk$(n,K) ≥ C̃0nK

−1$(n,K) if j ∈ J∗l,k,
nk∑
i=1

(P∗)
(k,l)
ij = 0 if j ∈ (J∗l,k)c

Therefore, for any (k, l) and j ∈ J∗l,k, by Hoeffding inequality,

P(j ∈ (J̆l,k)c) = P

(
nk∑
i=1

A
(k,l)
ij (Z∗,K∗) = 0

)
= P

(
nk∑
i=1

[
A

(k,l)
ij (Z∗,K∗)− (P∗)

(k,l)
ij

]
= −

nk∑
i=1

(P∗)
(k,l)
ij

)
≤

P

(
nk∑
i=1

[
A

(k,l)
ij (Z∗,K∗)− (P∗)

(k,l)
ij

]
≤ −C̃0nK

−1
∗ $(n,K∗)

)
≤ exp

{
−2C̃0

2
nK−2
∗ $2(n,K∗)

}
.
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Hence, applying the lower bound for $2(n,K∗) and the union bound, obtain

P(J∗(Z∗,K∗) 6= J̆(Z∗,K∗)) ≤
K∑

k,l=1

P(j ∈ J∗l,k ∩ (J̆l,k)c) ≤

K2
∗ exp

{
−2C̃0

2
nK−2
∗ $2(n,K∗)

}
≤ K2

∗n
−1e−t ≤ e−t

which completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 2. Since (P∗)i,j = 0 implies Ai,j = 0, one has J̆k,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ (J̆∗)k,l(ẐK ,K)

and J̆(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̆∗(ẐK ,K).
In order to prove the first inclusions in (17), consider the following two optimization problems

J̃(ẐK ,K) ∈ argmin
J


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)−Π(1)

(
ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(ẐK ,K))

)∥∥∥2

F
+ Pen(n, J,K)


(A.34)

J̈(ẐK ,K) ∈ argmin
J


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥A(k,l)(ẐK ,K)−Π(1)

(
ΠJ(k,l)(A(k,l)(ẐK ,K))

)∥∥∥2

F

 (A.35)

Since Pen(n, J,K) is an increasing function of |J | (for a non-separable penalty) or of |Jk,l| (for a
separable penalty), one has

(J̃)k,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ (J̈)k,l(ẐK ,K), J̃(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̈(ẐK ,K) (A.36)

On the other hand, one has J̃(ẐK ,K) = Ĵ(ẐK ,K) since the right hand side of (A.34) is minimized
at Ĵ(ẐK ,K). In addition, it is easy to see that the right hand side of (A.35) takes the smallest value
at J̈(ẐK ,K) = J̆(ẐK ,K). Therefore,

(Ĵ)k,l(ẐK ,K) ⊆ (J̆)k,l(ẐK ,K), Ĵ(ẐK ,K) ⊆ J̈(J̆K ,K),

which completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3. Note that the difference between separable and non-separable penalty is
given by

∆n/s = Pen(ns)(n, J,K)− Pen(s)(n, J,K) = β1∆
n/s
1 + β2∆

n/s
2 (A.37)

where

∆
n/s
1 = |J | ln

(
nKe

|J |

)
−

K∑
k,l=1

|Jk,l| ln

(
nke

|Jk,l|

)
, ∆

n/s
2 = 2 lnn−K

K∑
k=1

lnnk.

Note that, due to the log-sum inequality (Theorem 17.1.2 of Cover and Thomas (2006)), ∆
n/s
1 ≤ 0

with ∆
n/s
2 = 0 if and only if nk/|Jk,l| = nK/|J | for every k, l = 1, . . . ,K. In the extreme case

where the nodes have nonzero connection probabilities only to the nodes in the same class, one has

|Jk,l| = nk for k = l and 0 otherwise, so that |J | = n. Then, ∆
n/s
1 = n lnK, so that

0 ≤ ∆
n/s
1 ≤ n lnK. (A.38)
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Now, consider ∆
n/s
2 . Note that application of the log-sum inequality (Theorem 17.1.2 of Cover and

Thomas (2006)) yields

2 lnn−K2 ln(n/K) ≤ ∆
n/s
2 ≤ 2 lnn−K ln(n+ 1−K).

It is easy to see that 0 < K2 lnn ≤ n lnK if n ≥ 8 and K ≤
√
n/ lnn, therefore,

2 lnn− n lnK ≤ ∆
n/s
2 ≤ 2 lnn. (A.39)

Combining (A.37)–(A.39), obtain that

β2(2 lnn− n lnK) ≤ ∆n/s ≤ β1n lnK + 2β2 lnn.

Hence,

Pen(ns)(n, J,K) ≤ Pen(s)(n, J,K) + β1n lnK + 2β2 lnn < (2 + β1/β2)Pen(s)(n, J,K)

Pen(s)(n, J,K) ≤ Pen(ns)(n, J,K) + β2(2 lnn− n lnK) < 2Pen(ns)(n, J,K),

which leads to (22).

Proof of Lemma 4. Note that Π(1)

(
Π
J

(k,l)
∗

(P
(k,l)
∗ (Z∗))

)
= Π(1)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗)) = P

(k,l)
∗ (Z∗), so that

the left hand side of inequality (27) is equal to identical zero. Also, Π
J̆

(k,l)
∗

(P
(k,l)
∗ (Z)) = P

(k,l)
∗ (Z),

hence we need to prove that ‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z) − Π(1)(P

(k,l)
∗ (Z))‖F > 0 for at least one pair (k, l), k, l =

1, . . . ,K.
Consider matrix Z ∈ Mn,K∗ such that Z cannot be obtained from Z∗ by a permutation of

columns. Let i be a misclassified node, so that it belongs to communities l∗ and l according to Z∗
and Z, respectively. Then, the i-th column in the cluster l∗ of matrix P∗ is vertical concatenation

of vectors Λ(1,l∗) ∗ Λ
(l∗,1)
i ,Λ(2,l∗) ∗ Λ

(l∗,2)
i , . . . ,Λ(K,l∗) ∗ Λ

(l∗,K)
i . Since the node i is connected to the

network, there exists t such that Λ
(l∗,t)
i > 0. When node i is moved to cluster l, according to Z,

the column Λ(t,l∗) ∗ Λ
(l∗,t)
i is moved to the sub-matrix P

(t,l)
∗ which contains multiples of vectors

Λ(t,l∗). Under Assumption A1, vectors Λ(t,l) and Λ(t,l∗) are linearly independent, so that the rank of

sub-matrix P
(t,l)
∗ (Z) is at least two. Therefore, ‖P (t,l)

∗ (Z)−Π(1)(P
(t,l)
∗ (Z))‖F > 0, which completes

the proof.

A.5 Supplementary Lemmas

Lemma 5. Let A and B be arbitrary matrices in Rm×n and u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rm be any unit vectors.
Let ũ, ṽ be the singular vectors of matrix A corresponding to its largest singular value. Then,

〈Πu,v(B), A−Πu,v(A)〉 = 0 and ‖A−Πũ,ṽ(A)‖ ≤ ‖A−Πu,v(A)‖, (A.40)

so that, the best rank one approximation of A is given by Π(1)(A) = Πũ,ṽ(A). Here, Πu,v(A) is
defined in (4).

Lemma 6. Let A = P + Ξ. Denote by (û, v̂) and (u, v) the pairs of singular vectors of matrices
ΠJ(A) and ΠJ(P ), respectively, corresponding to their largest singular values. Then,

‖Πu,v(ΠJ(P ))− P‖F ≤ ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))− P‖F ≤ ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(A))− P‖F (A.41)

where, for any matrix X, Πu,v(X) is the projection of X onto the pair of unit vectors (u, v), given
in (4), and ΠJ(X) is the projection of the matrix X onto the set of all matrices with the rectangular
support J .
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Proof. Note that

‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(A))− P‖2F = ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P + Ξ))− P‖2F =

‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P )) + Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ))− P‖2F =

‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ)) + [Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))−ΠJ(P )] + [ΠJ(P )− P ]‖2F

Since matrices Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ)) and [Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P )) − ΠJ(P )] are supported on the set of indices J and
ΠJ(P )− P is supported on Jc, the latter matrix is orthogonal to the first two. On the other hand,
Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ)) and [Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))−ΠJ(P )] = Π⊥û,v̂(ΠJ(P )) are also orthogonal. Therefore,

‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(A))− P‖2F = ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ))‖2F + ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))−ΠJ(P )‖2F + ‖ΠJ(P )− P‖2F =

‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(Ξ))‖2F + ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))− P‖2F ≥ ‖Πû,v̂(ΠJ(P ))− P‖2F ≥ ‖Πu,v(ΠJ(P ))− P‖2F

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. Let elements of matrix Ξ ∈ (−1, 1)n×n be independent Bernoulli errors. Let matrix Ξ
be partitioned into K2 sub-matrices Ξ(k,l) with supports J (k,l) = Jk,l × Jl,k, k, l = 1, · · · ,K, such
that Ξ(k,l) = (Ξ(l,k))T . Then, for any x > 0

P


K∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)∥∥∥2

op
≤ C1|J |+ C2x

 ≥ 1− exp(−x), (A.42)

where C1 and C2 are absolute constants independent of n,K and sets Jk,l, k, l = 1, · · · ,K.

Proof. Denote |Jk,l| = nk,l, k, l = 1, · · · ,K, and observe that matrices Ξ(k,l) are effectively
of the size nk,l × nl,k. Consider K(K + 1)/2-dimensional vectors ξ and µ with elements ξk,l =
‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op and µk,l = E‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K, and let η = ξ − µ. Then,

∆ =

K∑
k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)∥∥∥2

op
≤ ‖ξ‖2 ≤ 2‖η‖2 + 2‖µ‖2 (A.43)

Hence, we need to construct the upper bounds for ‖η‖2 and ‖µ‖2.

We start with constructing upper bounds for ‖µ‖2. Let Ξ
(k,l)
i,j be elements of the (nk,l × nl,k)-

dimensional matrix ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
. Then, E(Ξ

(k,l)
i,j ) = 0 and, by Hoeffding’s inequality, E

{
exp(λΞ

(k,l)
i,j )

}
≤

exp
(
λ2/8

)
. Taking into account that Bernoulli errors are bounded by one in absolute value and ap-

plying Corollary 3.3 of Bandeira and van Handel (2016) with m = nk,l, n = nl,k, σ∗ = 1, σ1 =
√
nl,k

and σ2 =
√
nk,l, obtain

µk,l ≤ C0

(
√
nk,l +

√
nl,k +

√
ln(nk,l ∧ nl,k)

)
where C0 is an absolute constant independent of nk,l and nl,k. Therefore,

‖µ‖2 ≤ 3C2
0

K∑
k,l=1

(nk,l + nl,k + ln(nk,l ∧ nl,k)) ≤ 6C2
0 |J |+ 3C2

0

K∑
k,l=1

ln(nk,l). (A.44)

Next, we show that, for any fixed partition, ηk,l = ξk,l − µk,l are independent sub-gaussian
random variables when 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K. Independence follows from the conditions of Lemma 7.
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To prove the sub-gaussian property, use Talagrand’s concentration inequality (Theorem 6.10 of
Boucheron et al. (2013)): if Ξ1,Ξ2,Ξ3, · · · ,Ξn are independent random variables taking values in
the interval [0, 1] and f : [0, 1]n → R is a separately convex function such that |f(x) − f(y)| ≤
‖x − y‖ for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]n, then, for Z = f(Ξ1,Ξ2,Ξ3, · · · ,Ξn) and any t > 0, one has P(Z >
EZ + t) ≤ exp(−t2/2). Apply this theorem to vectors ζk,l = vec(ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
) ∈ [0, 1]nk,l×nl,k

and f(ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
) = f(ζk,l) =

∥∥ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)∥∥
op

. Note that, for any two matrices Ξ and Ξ̃ of

the same size, one has ‖Ξ − Ξ̃‖2op ≤ ‖Ξ− Ξ̃‖2F = ‖vec(Ξ) − vec(Ξ̃)‖2. Then, applying Talagrand’s

inequality with Z = ‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op and Z = −‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op, obtain

P
(∣∣∣‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op − E‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)

)
‖op
∣∣∣ > t

)
≤ 2 exp(−t2/2).

Now, use the Lemma 5.5 of Vershynin (2012) which states that the latter implies that, for any t > 0
and some absolute constant C4 > 0,

E [exp(tηk,l)] = E [exp(t(ξk,l − µk,l))] ≤ exp(C4t
2/2). (A.45)

Hence, ηk,l are independent sub-gaussian random variables when 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K.
In order to obtain an upper bound for ‖η‖2, use Theorem 2.1 of Hsu et al. (2012). Applying this

theorem with A = IK(K+1)/2, µ = 0 and σ2 = C4 to a sub-vector η̃ of η which contains components
ηk,l with 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ K, obtain

P
{
‖η̃‖2 ≥ C4

(
K(K + 1)/2 +

√
2K(K + 1)x+ 2x

)}
≤ exp(−x).

Since ‖η‖2 ≤ 2‖η̃‖2, derive

P
{
‖η‖2 ≥ 2C4K(K + 1) + 6C4x

}
≤ exp (−x) (A.46)

Combination of formulas (A.43) and (A.46) yield

P
{
‖ξ‖2 ≤ 2 ‖µ‖2 + 4C4K(K + 1) + 12C4x

}
≥ 1− exp (−x)

Plugging in ‖µ‖2 from (A.44) into the last inequality, derive for any x > 0 that

P

‖ξ‖2 ≤ 12C2
0 |J |+ 6C2

0

K∑
k,l=1

ln(nk,l) + 4C4K(K + 1) + 12C4x

 ≥ 1− exp (−x) . (A.47)

Since K(K + 1) ≤ 2K2 and

6C2
0

K∑
k,l=1

ln(nk,l) + 8C4K
2 ≤ max(6C2

0 , 8C4)

K∑
k,l=1

ln(nk,le) ≤ max(6C2
0 , 8C4)|J |,

inequality (A.42) holds with C1 = 12C2
0 + max(6C2

0 , 8C4) and C2 = 12C4.

Lemma 8. For any t > 0,

P


K̂∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

)∥∥∥2

op
− F1(n, Ĵ , K̂) ≤ C2t

 ≥ 1− exp (−t), (A.48)
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with F1(n, J,K) = F
(ns)
1 (n, J,K) or F1(n, J,K) = F

(s)
1 (n, J,K), where

F
(ns)
1 (n, J,K) = (C1 + C2)|J | ln(nKe/|J |) + C2(3 lnn+ n lnK) (A.49)

F
(s)
1 (n, J,K) = (C1 + C2)

K∑
k,l=1

|Jk,l| ln(nke/|Jk,l|) + C2

(
lnn+ n lnK +K

K∑
k=1

lnnk

)
(A.50)

and C1 and C2 are the absolute constants from Lemma 7.

Proof. Note that |Jk,l| ≤ |Jk,l| ln(nKe/|Jk,l|), |J | ≤ |J | ln(nKe/|J |), and also that |J | =
K∑

k,l=1

|Jk,l|.

First, let us prove the statement for F1(n, J,K) = F
(ns)
1 (n, J,K). For this purpose, set x = t +

3 lnn+n lnK + |J | ln(nKe/|J |) in Lemma 7 and apply the union bound over K ∈ [1, n], Z ∈Mn,K

and J ⊆ {1, . . . , nK}. Obtain

P


K̂∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

)∥∥∥2

op
− F (ns)

1 (n, Ĵ , K̂)− C2t ≥ 0


≤

n∑
K=1

∑
Z∈Mn,K

nK∑
j=1

∑
|J|=j

P


K∑

k,l=1

‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)(Z,K)

)
‖2op − F

(ns)
1 (n, J,K) ≥ C2t


≤

n∑
K=1

∑
Z∈Mn,K

nK∑
j=1

∑
|J|=j

exp(−t− 3 lnn− n lnK − j ln(nKe/j))

≤
n∑

K=1

nK∑
j=1

Kn

(
nK

j

)
exp(−t− 3 lnn− n lnK − j ln(nKe/j)) ≤ exp(−t).

In order to prove the statement for F1(n, J,K) = F
(s)
1 (n, J,K), choose

x = t+ lnn+ n lnK +

K∑
k,l=1

[ln(nk) + |Jk,l| ln(nk e/|Jk,l|)]

in Lemma 7 and again apply the union bound over Z ∈ Mn,K , K ∈ [1, n] and |Jkl| ∈ {1, . . . , nk},
k, l = 1, . . . ,K. Obtain

P


K̂∑

k,l=1

∥∥∥ΠĴ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)(Ẑ, K̂)

)∥∥∥2

op
− F (s)

1 (n, Ĵ , K̂)− C2t ≥ 0


≤

n∑
K=1

∑
Z∈Mn,K

K∏
k,l=1

nk∑
jk,l=1

∑
|Jk,l|=jk,l

P


K∑

k,l=1

‖ΠJ(k,l)

(
Ξ(k,l)(Z,K)

)
‖2op − F

(s)
1 (n, J,K) ≥ C2t


≤

n∑
K=1

Kn
K∏

k,l=1

nk∑
jk,l=1

(
nk
jk,l

)
exp

−t− lnn− n lnK −
K∑

k,l=1

[ln(nk) + jk,l ln(nk e/jk,l)]


≤ exp (−t),

which completes the proof.
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Proof of the inequality (33). For any m, denote em = 1m/
√
m, so that ‖em‖ = 1. Denote by

Λ̃(k,l) and Λ̌(k,l) the portions of vectors Λ(k,l), k, l = 1, 2, that, respectively, stayed in the correct
class and were moved to the wrong one by the erroneous clustering matrix Z. It is easy to check

that, for k = 1, 2, matrices P̃ (k,k) ≡ P
(k,k)
∗ (Z) are 2 × 2–block matrices with blocks Λ̃(k,k)(Λ̃(k,k))T

and Λ̌(l,l)(Λ̌(l,l))T on the main diagonal and Λ̌(l,k)(Λ̃(k,l))T and its transpose off the main diagonal.
Here, for k, l = 1, 2, k 6= l, one has

Λ̃(k,k) =

√
a Ñk eÑk

, Λ̃(k,l) =

√
b |J̃k|

(√
β̃k eÑk

+

√
1− β̃k e⊥Ñk

)
,

Λ̌(k,k) =

√
a Ňk eŇk

, Λ̌(k,l) =

√
b |J̌k|

(√
β̌k eŇk

+

√
1− β̌k e⊥Ňk

)
,

where e⊥m is a unit vector orthogonal to em. Consider matrices Uk : (Ñk + Ňl) × 4, k = 1, 2, with
the columns

(Uk):,1 = [eÑk
; 0Ňl

], (Uk):,2 = [0Ñk
; eŇl

], (Uk):,3 = [e⊥
Ñk

; 0Ňl
], (Uk):,4 = [0⊥

Ñk
; eŇl

],

where 0m is the m-dimensional zero column vector, and [a; b] denotes the vector, obtained by stacking
column vectors a and b together vertically. Then, it is easy to verify that UTk Uk = I4, and that

P̃ (k,k) = UkHkU
T
k , where Hk is the 4× 4 symmetric matrix

Hk = [B̃k, Rk, 0, Fk;Rk, B̌l, Gk, 0; 0, Gk, 0, Qk;Fk, 0, Qk, 0]

(with elements listed row by row). Therefore,

‖P̃ (k,k)‖2F = ‖Hk‖2F , ‖P̃ (k,k)‖2op = ‖Hk‖2op (A.51)

Consider the top left sub-matrix H̃k = [B̃k, Rk;Rk, B̃l] of matrix Hk. Let λ1,k ≥ λ2,k ≥ λ3,k ≥ λ4,k

and λ̃1,k ≥ λ̃2,k be the eigenvalues of matrices Hk and H̃k, respectively. Then, by Interlace Theorem
(see Rao and Rao (1998), P 10.2.1) with m = 4 and n = 2, obtain

λ1,k ≥ λ̃1,k ≥ λ3,k, λ2,k ≥ λ̃2,k ≥ λ4,k (A.52)

Observe that for any α > 0, one has

‖Hk‖2F − (1 + α)‖Hk‖2op ≥ λ2
2,k − αλ2

1,k ≥ λ2
2,k − α

(
‖Hk‖2F − λ2

2,k

)
(A.53)

= (1 + α)λ2
2,k − α‖Hk‖2F ≥ (1 + α)λ̃2

2,k − α‖Hk‖2F

Hence, by (A.51) and (A.52), for diagonal blocks, derive

∆D = ‖P̃ (1,1)‖2F + ‖P̃ (2,2)‖2F − (1 + αn)
(
‖P̃ (1,1)‖2op + ‖P̃ (2,2)‖2op

)
(A.54)

≥
(
λ̃2

2,1 + λ̃2
2,2

)
− αn

(
‖P̃ (1,1)‖2F + ‖P̃ (2,2)‖2F

)
Also, for non-diagonal blocks, one has

∆ND = 2‖P̃ (1,2)‖2F − 2(1 + αn) ‖P̃ (1,2)‖2op ≥ −2αn ‖P̃ (1,2)‖2op ≥ −2αn ‖P̃ (1,2)‖2F (A.55)

Combining (A.54) and (A.55), obtain

‖P∗‖2F − (1 + αn)

2∑
k,l=1

‖P (k,l)
∗ (Z)‖2op = ∆D + ∆ND ≥ λ̃2

2,1 + λ̃2
2,2 − αn ‖P‖2F (A.56)
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It is easy to check that

λ̃2
2,k = 1/4

(
B̃k + B̌l −

√
(B̃k + B̌l)2 − 4R2

k

)2

≥ (B̃k + B̌l)
−2 (B̃kB̌l −R2

k)2

Note that B̃kB̌l − R2
k = B̃kB̌l(1 − ρ2

n β̃
2
k β̌

2
l ). Also, due to max(δk, δl) ≤ δ ≤ 1/2 ≤ 1 −min(δk, δl),

obtain
B̃kB̌l

B̃k + B̌l
=
aN(1− δk)δl
1− δk + δl

≥ nan δl
4

.

Plugging the last two expressions into (A.56) and taking into account that ‖P‖2F ≤ 4a2N2 = a2n2,
arrive at (33) with ∆n given by (34).
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